**Frat parties are safe**

**BY ALYSON CHUYANG | STAFF WRITER**

Every Thursday night, the weekend of parties and socials begin for the residents of Greek Row, though campus fraternities are required to notify the University Police Department days before any events.

Greek life has been a part of campus life since fraternities and sororities first landed on the campus in 1898. There are now seven fraternities co-existing on South 11th Street. Several fraternities host parties throughout the semester; and Delta Sigma Phi fraternity held a “St. Fratty’s” party this past weekend.

Its social chair, Rene Santillan, said they "takes risk management very seriously," and staying in good standing with the school is crucial in maintaining its status as a recognized organization on campus, which had been an issue in years past.

Delta Sigma Phi was put on social probation and educational sanctions in April 2017 until completion of sanctions for violations of “Alcohol Policy, Damage to Property, & Risk Management of Events.” The issue has since been resolved.

If any complaints do happen, UPD will make a site visit to the house, and then they will work with the Greek life council. The four-page packet is required to register its party through the SAMMY app. UPD is then notified by the Greek life council that an event is happening, so that the officers are aware in case any noise complaints or calls come from that area.

The officers are aware in case any noise complaints or calls come from that area.

Within a couple days, the fraternity is notified of an approval from the council. If anything happens, UPD will work with the officers to notify the council that an event is happening, so that the officers are aware in case any noise complaints or calls come from that area.

If any complaints do happen, UPD will give the house one warning, and anything beyond that, it will shut down the party.

Rene Santillan, the Theta Chi social chair, said he appreciated the recognition and structure SJSU gave Greek life. He said the system has kept their house, along with other houses, from playing into the negative stigmas associated with college fraternities.

"I feel safer going to a Greek party than a house party, because I know nothing will happen to me at another [fraternity] house," Santillan. "There’s a level of respect that we share within each other."

Greek members are held to a standard so they are able to reap the benefits of having a jam-packed social schedule every weekend, and there are consequences if they do not meet these standards.

The SJSU’s Recognized Student Organizations website provides an organization conduct page that shows all issues regarding a certain fraternity.

---

**A glimpse into on-campus preschool**

One-way mirror allows parents and students to watch toddlers interact in classroom setting

**BY CORA WILSON | STAFF WRITER**

Parents and students observe as children paint colorful pictures, listen to their teacher read and enjoy some fresh air on the lawn at San Jose State. The Child Development Lab Preschool is for children between the ages of 2 and 5.

The lab preschool is equipped with an assortment of toys and learning tools; the lab preschool is filled with necessary items to encourage child development. Parents, along with the unique location in the middle of a college campus benefits not only the children and parents, but the students at SJSU as well.

“The child and adolescent development (CHAD) students have to do a practicum and gain experience in the classroom for their early childhood course,” said lab preschool director Joy Foster. “Those student teachers do all the activities, set up and clean up and do a parent-teacher conference at the end of the semester.”

Foster is so passionate about the program that she has dedicated years of her life to the lab preschool. In the mid-90s, Foster attended SJSU and worked there. After college, she brought her children to the Child Development Lab Preschool and now she works full-time as the lab preschool director.

---

**CHAD senior Yesenia Torrez (left) shows preschooler Julia how to paint with glue and different colored paints.**
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Bay Area couples pay more for dates

By Roman Contreras

Silicon Valley is full of young professionals looking for success among the highest level of the technology world.

According to Pew Research Center, the rate of OKCupid and OkCupid dating apps like Tinder and Bumble has young professionals meeting each other more and more.

A study conducted by the online tuxedo rental website, The Black Tux, labeled San Francisco and San Jose as the second and third highest cities in the country for divorce rates.

“I think San Jose lends itself to more night life,” said Google marketing manager Tarun Galagali. “It feels more affordable than San Francisco, the dates are more casual and conversational.”

The Black Tux estimated the average date in the Bay Area costs up to $145. This price is due to the rule: rule-thru dinner for two, plus a 20 percent tip, two movie tickets and two alcoholic beverages.

Typically, Galagali spends about $100 on a date.

“Honestly, if I wasn’t working in tech, I’d find it hard to justify spending that much,” he said. “But then again, I think for issues of the heart, you sort of assume you’ll figure it out.”

For college students who are putting high paying positions like technology creation and analysis, $100 may seem a little steep for a first date.

Civil engineering student senior Jesus Ramos said he usually spends a range of $50 to $70 on a first date. As a full-time student, he works around 15-20 hours a week. "I think by [SJSU] financial aid, we still get our classes paid for from the beginning of the semester. I have to pay for the room and board. I think the room is $399 a month and the board is $100 a month. It’s kind of expensive, so my budget is $500 a month." Ramos said that he usually follows a strict budget and does not spend much money on dates.

Galagali believes his students can date sustainably from a financial standpoint. The growing cost of dating in the Bay Area has forced couples like Ramos and his girlfriend to become more creative when deciding how to spend time with each other.

“One of our dates was super cheap and creative, and we went to Palo Alto over San Jose,” said UC Berkeley Doctor of Jurisprudence and girlfriend to Galagali, Angel Paz. Galagali believes people can date sustainably from a financial standpoint. "I think by [SJSU] financial aid, we still get your classes paid for from the beginning of the semester. I have to pay for the room and board. I think the room is $399 a month and the board is $100 a month. It’s kind of expensive, so my budget is $500 a month." Ramos said that he usually follows a strict budget and does not spend much money on dates.

"I think people can date sustainably from a financial standpoint. Unless they are a very high paying positions people can watch the movies, go for a walk, and dinner. People can enjoy each other with lower costs," said Galagali.

The minimum grade that a social chair standards will be relegated due payments or academic social probation. 2.6 and any member who organization member is a member of the fraternity, they will be suspended. These brothers go through a large fine to expulsion if they fail, there are major consequences ranging from a large fine to expulsion from the fraternity. Some fraternities are not allowed to host parties on the property, or even have many of the attendees at the fraternity parties are women.

"Fraternities are really safe with because of the liability on their part. We have had some of the most recent incident in the recent years, a number of times, with the university decides orders. At the end of the night, they must be present – and then this happens, “ said Alpha Omicron Pi’s social chair, Brown.

"The greatest experience to me is something the parent Matt Loo, who works for Information Technology at SJSU. He came here, “ said parent Laura Diaz. “When it was my son’s first day of preschool, he had an input in it and said he wanted her to have the same experience he had coming here because he loved it."
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Expression is no drag for drag queens

By Adam Yoshikawa

Betty Fresas channels their energy into a performance for those in the audience on Wednesday night.

SJSS ska sets off to broader horizons

By Mauricio La Plante

The group has nine members are in the San Jose State marching band, and are treating this as their own event, said public relations junior Kayla Renelle.

"We're just playing music we love to play and making it our own," Renelle said.

The ensemble is trying to secure more gigs around the South Bay, but it requires tedious recording and a few good pictures.

"By having this recording, it helps us get new gigs, because venues want to see and hear," Perez said. "A band with an album and live recording, and venues will be 'oh yeah, you guys can come in and play.'"

Perez said he is planning to lend a gig for the group in Morgan Hill, over the summer, but has not solidified the date and time yet.

Follow Mauricio on Twitter: @mslaplantenews

Follow Betty on Twitter: @BettyFresas

Follow Adam on Twitter: @yoshi_kawa_
After covering the beta for “The Division 2,” I felt it was only fair to follow up with the full release version of Ubisoft’s post-apocalyptic shooter. The beta gave a good preview to what the full release would have to offer as far as content and gameplay, and I have to tell you, it does not disappoint.

The game is set in Washington, D.C. after the events of a deadly super-virus eliminating vast amounts of the population. The remaining survivors resort to creating small settlements while an overarching government agency, known as “The Division,” work to regain control of the United States capital.

The player character is a Division agent, and the main goal is to protect the general population from four enemy factions that want to control the government and instill their politics into the area. The looter-shooter aspects of the game shine a light brighter than the beta. There are more weapon types available, with more variations of real world weapons that all perform and act differently. As players level up and progress further into the game, they will find higher quality versions of weapons and armor that will perform better and apply buffs and set bonuses that make the items and character better.

The buffs themselves can change how fast weapons shoot at different moments or just straight up give the player more health. Additionally, there is actual character customization. You have full control over how your character’s face and hair look with multiple presets that can be modified. Also, there are actual clothing items and weapon carrying cases that can be found and collected. This allows players to fully develop how they perceive their character.

The cover-based gameplay is exactly the same, which is to be expected. The seamless cover transitions and full control over positioning are great and allow for different tactical options in fire fights.

A notable positive change is that enemies are significantly less bullet-spongy than the beta. So if you are fighting a fair battle, you will have to shoot them less times to actually kill them. This is a noticeable change for the better, but like I previously wrote the oncoming large health pools feels cartoonish but mechanically makes sense for the style of gameplay that is.

Another positive is the game has a much broader range of skills available, which were teased in the beta but unavailable for actual use. The skills all have different variations and range from drones that spray healing mist to mustered gas launchers. The Dark Zone is actually the same, which again, is to be expected because it was one of the key components to the previous installations. There are certainly more players wandering around which will generate different interactions either beneficial or detrimental.

“The Division 2” displays America’s capital crumbled to ruin and carnage with stunning visuals and exciting gameplay. Interestingly, the game still has silencers on them, and for that they should be Celebrate this achievement outside crashing issues is a grand accomplishment outside of everything else the game has to offer. Ubisoft has created a great new iteration of a tried game, and that they should be wholesomely applauded.

“The Division 2” is available now starting at $59.99 on PS4, Xbox One, and PC. For any fan of the looter-shooter genre, or anyone looking to jump into it, “The Division 2” is a must-have. For any fan of the looter-shooter genre, or anyone looking to jump into it, “The Division 2” is a must-have.

Jonathan Austin

**Spurtunes**

Spartan Daily editors

songs that make you dance

**King Kunta**
Kendrick Lamar  
selected by Nicki Zamora

**C’Est La Vie**
Chab Khaled  
selected by Jana Kadath

**Venté Pa’ca**
Ricky Martin and Maluma  
selected by Kayla Flores

**The Great Curve**
Talking Heads  
selected by Kelsey Valle

**Sweet**
Brookhampton  
selected by Edwarud Teixeira

**Cha Cha Slide**
Mr. C The Slide Man  
selected by Hugo Vera

**Dancing Queen**
Abba  
selected by Lindsey Boyd

**Ballar**
Deorro ft. Elvis Crespo  
selected by Johanna Martin

**Te Boté**
Ozuna, Bad Bunny and Nicki Jam  
selected by Kelsey Valle

**No Control**
One Direction  
selected by La Bla Bine

**Late Night**
ODESZA  
selected by Winona Rampraman

**Bad Romance**
Lady Gaga  
selected by Jessica Ballard

**Vi Mentre**
J Balvin, Willy William and Yandel  
selected by Melody Del Rio

**Twist and Shoot**
The Beatles  
selected by Mike Corps
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If you have nothing nice to say, then don’t say anything at all.

On March 11, Oklahoma City Thunder point guard Russell Westbrook was fiercely heckled by a Utah Jazz fan during a basketball game. Eric Woodyard of The Deseret News posted a video on Twitter the night of the incident.

As he stood on the sideline, the 6-feet, 3-inch guard viciously hollered toward Utah Jazz fan, Shane Keisel and his wife, “I’ll fuck you up. You and your wife.”

After the game Westbrook claimed Keisel told him to “Get down on your knees like you’re used to.”

KSL sports anchor Jeremiah Jensen caught up with Keisel and filmed his response to Westbrook.

Sporting a camouflage Utah Jazz cap, Keisel suggested that Westbrook needed to act like a professional. “I just told him just sit down and ice your knees, bro,” said Keisel.

Testimony from Westbrook and other spectators suggested that Keisel lied about what he had actually said. Keisel is wrong for bickering with a professional athlete, as well as for lying about what he told Westbrook.

Keisel was standing a great amount of distance from Westbrook when he disrespected Westbrook. Would Keisel say the same exact words to Westbrook’s face?

I’m sure he would not. Westbrook stands 6 feet, 3 inches tall, weighs 200 pounds and is one of the fiercest competitors in professional basketball.

Westbrook was clearly shown on video out of action, taking a break from playing in the game and icing his knees. Keisel was standing in a extremely harsh manner. However, his words were justified, to an extent.

Westbrook has since banned Keisel from their home area, the Vivint Smart Home Arena. “The Utah Jazz will not tolerate fans who act inappropriately. There is no place in our game for personal attacks or disrespect,” according to Utah Jazz Media Relations.

Meanwhile, the NBA fined Westbrook $25,000 for using profanity and threatening a fan, according to The Athletic’s Brett Dawson.

Its players are among the most athletic humans to walk the earth. Furthermore, NBA players have become increasingly outspoken about racism and their political stances. We can all act like we’re on ESPN giving expert basketball analysis on NBA players.

Nevertheless, let’s not personally disparage the incredibly tall NBA players at all.
Ines Schreiber via email to Health.com: “There is a significant lack of data to explain the far-off-side known effects like allergies and granuloma formation.” The Health.com article also stated that tattoo ink can stay in the lymph nodes, causing the nodes to enlarge. Lymph nodes are part of the immune system. The National Cancer Institute explains that lymph nodes “help the body fight infection and disease.” According to the study, people using tattoos with titanium dioxide, especially white pigments, have been known to cause problems like delayed healing, skin elevation and itching. This is concerning, especially given the fact that four out of 10 U.S. adults have at least one tattoo, according to Statista. That means almost a quarter of the adult population has tattoo ink in their lymph nodes, and could experience lifelong health problems because of it. The health risks involving tattoos are not as well-known as they should be. Scientists have never been approved for the injection into skin, “said scientist that lymph nodes “help to provide assistance to these victims.”

Tattoos are a big commitment, and not only because of their permanence, but because of their long-term health risks and unpredictability.

Jozy Prabhu Staff Writer

Have tattoos in certain color inks has always been a topic of controversy and discussion. Tattoos are something that is either loved or hated, upon, or allowed in different cultures. In strict areas of work, tattoos are not allowed at all. These occupations include law enforcement, healthcare, law firms, teaching and administrative assistants. People who work at hotels or in government positions are also prohibited from having tattoos. Human trafficking victims are not the only people often forget is the purpose of having a tattoo, so it’s something that people might interpret as threatening. Robert Bader, owner of The Crow’s Nest tattoo parlor of Debuque, Iowa, helped reform white supremacist to remove tattoos associated with Neo-Nazi gangs such as “The Dirty White Boys.”

Whether that means getting a small or large tattoo, you have that right to choose and one should stop you. According to ABC 7, PicoWay is also used to help human trafficking victims remove tattoos that may have been used to brand them. While this is a great way to help remove the tattoos of gang members and human trafficking victims, this system could be used to encourage others to remove their tattoos for other purposes. For instance, the program could be trying to persuade those working in the Bay Area to remove their tattoos. This would be unfair since the program says that its main focus is to help victims of gang violence and human trafficking, which is what it should stick to.

The way PicoWay’s website is setup, it looks as though it is encouraging everyone per se. Whatever that means removing that tattoo that removed. It almost implies as though getting a tattoo is wrong, which is not the case. When I first read about PicoWay, I assumed that it was solely for the victims of gang violence and human trafficking to remove their tattoos. However, the website is open to anyone. Unless the tattoo is yours, you should not be telling other people to remove their body art. PicoWay seems to be a helpful system to remove tattoos. However, the spreading false narratives that tattoos are taboo and must be removed.
By Javier Velez

Billiard balls sinking into sockets echo through the pool halls every Monday and Thursday.

Right next to Starbucks and the bowling alley on the bottom level of the Student Union, SJSU’s Billiards Club members gather in the hall to sharpen their skills.

The club was created by its president, Darren Wong, in the fall of 2017.

“[Wong] is very good. You saw it right?” said Wong.[19]

“As a competitor, Wong is very good. You saw it right!” said Wong.

Darren Wong
Billiard Club president

We focused more on the mental game since [Katta] was already good at shooting and making the balls in. He won’t give you a turn on the table.

“[Katta] was already very good when he joined the team. He is probably the one of the best or the best player in the club right now,” said Wong.

The players help each other with tips and tricks to elevate their game. But of course, there are more advanced players too.

“We focused more on the mental game since he was already good at shooting and making the balls in. He does very well playing against others and will make all the balls on the table. He won’t give you a turn on the table.”

The SJSU Billiard Club welcomes any level future members throughout the semester.

The club meets every Monday and Thursday from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on the bottom level of the Student Union right next to Starbucks and the bowling alley.

Follow Javier on Twitter @JavyALVZ408

---

San Jose State’s Billiards Club president, Darren Wong, focuses on hitting his next shot as he plays in the Student Union pool hall.

“We focused more on the mental game since [Katta] was already good at shooting and making the balls in… He won’t give you a turn on the table.”
Spartans show off skills for NFL Scouts

Photos by Caleb Ramos, Jaileane Aguilar, Mauricio La Plante

Spartan defensive back John Toussaint has his arm-span measured by two NFL scouts during Pro Day Wednesday.

Nine Spartans participated in the vertical jump, bench press, long jump, 40-yard dash and shuttle runs for NFL scouts.

Senior tight-end Josh Oliver makes a catch during a passing drill. He is invited to the 2019 NFL Combine.

Senior wide receiver Justin Holmes flies through the air during the long-jump trial.

Senior tight-end Josh Oliver makes a catch during a passing drill. He is invited to the 2019 NFL Combine.

Defensive lineman Owen Roberts runs through a shuttle drill for one of 22 NFL and Canadian league scouts.

Senior wide receiver Justin Holmes flies through the air during the long-jump trial.

SJSU basketball fans have currently failed to do so. Unfortunately, San Jose State’s men’s basketball team did not qualify for the event, making it the 23rd consecutive year it has failed to make it at the next level.

SJSU basketball fans have currently failed to do so. Unfortunately, San Jose State’s men’s basketball team did not qualify for the event, making it the 23rd consecutive year it has failed to make it at the next level.

Happy is averaging 17.5 points, 10.1 rebounds and 4.6 assists per game, and made history this season for being 1 of 6 players in NCAA history to record 2,000 points, 1,000 boards and 500 assists.

Happy will face off against Oregon, guard Payton Pritchard who is averaging 12.7 points, 3.7 assists and 4.5 assists per game.

A big question a lot of scouts are poised to make a ring any major snub or crumble underneath tremendous pressure? Which team have what it takes to make it at the next level? Will they shine and lead their teams to victory or crumble underneath tremendous pressure?

The championship series has come into fruition again, as the best teams compete against each other to get on the podium. The championship series has come into fruition again, as the best teams compete against each other to get on the podium.

It is a time for NBA fans to enjoy the skill on display this year. The March Madness action will inevitably become this year’s underdog we all root for being 1 of 6 players in NCAA history to record 2,000 points, 1,000 boards and 500 assists.

Happ currently leads the way as the ACC championship will pave the way to an NCAA men’s basketball tournament on Friday and Sunday. Friday’s games include No. 13 UC Irvine vs. No. 4 Kansas State, No. 12 Oregon vs. No. 5 Wisconsin, No. 12 Liberty vs. No. 5 Mississippi State.

Tickets for all games at the SAP Center are currently on sale, with nosebleed seats going for as least $50 on Ticketmaster, as of Tuesday.

Unfortunately, San Jose State’s men’s basketball team did not qualify for the event, making it the 23rd consecutive year it has failed to make it at the next level.

But that does not mean SJU basketball fans have to miss out on live first and second round March Madness action.

A key player’s bound to make headlines this weekend is Wisconsin’s Ethan Happ.

So, wake up, get your brackets out and breathe the fresh March Madness air. It’s going to be a good month of college basketball.

What makes March Madness?